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Abstract

Experienceware is a paradigm which emerged in the late eighties and evolved during the nineties, resulting in technologies such as experience factories and their constituent experience bases. These are designed to manage experiences collected throughout the life-cycle of a software project. Ontologies emerged round about the same time as a way to represent consensual knowledge about a domain of interest in reusable and sharable formats. Despite their diverse origins and ways of development, there is an overlap of scope regarding one of their goals: to support reuse. In this paper we make use of this overlap by applying the experience factories paradigm to ontology deployment and in particular, to support ontology verification.

1. Motivation

In knowledge engineering, the study of ontologies is an attempt to prescribe appropriate, restricted formal languages for describing a target problem or domain. The idea is that by charting these in advance we make it easier for others to begin describing their problems in a way suited to standard forms of automation. These are now studied and applied in a variety of fields (see, for example, [21]).

Despite the increasing interest shown from various communities and the plethora of successful projects to which ontologies have been used there is still a lack of tools to facilitate deployment and maintenance. On the other hand, development has attracted the attention of researchers around the globe and we have already seen products such as: methodologies (i.e., [36], [16], [20]) and guidelines ([18]) for building ontologies, online environments ([14], [32], [12]) for collaborative construction, agent-based systems ([4]) for supporting the selection task, and generic ontologies ([28]) to be used as foundations for domain-specific ones.

However, to deploy ontologies correctly we need not only reuse-oriented tools and technologies as for example in the HPKB ([11]) and IBROW ([15]) projects. It is also necessary to record and organise our experiences in having applied them in order to improve future ontology deployment. It is hard to gain this sort of experience from the literature because few cases of comprehensive ontology reuse and deployment on a large scale are reported ([35], [9], [38]). Even those which are reported do not normally discuss the hidden assumptions and tradeoffs identified during testing.

This paper explains how experience management may address this issue. We start by introducing the concepts of experience factories (hereafter, EF) and their constituent experience bases (hereafter, EB) in section 2. In section 3 we present a simple architecture that applies the experienceware1 in a specific area of ontology deployment: verification. The whole section 4 is devoted to the implementation of the architecture in a step-by-step fashion. We further analyse the links with the EFs paradigm in section 4.6 and we speculate on the implications of the approach in section 5.

2. Managing experiences

In figure 1 we illustrate the organisation of an EF. EFs, which firstly investigated in the context of the TAME project ([7]) were further generalised in early nineties ([6]) as a mean to promote reuse of “all-kinds” of artefacts in an organisation. The core of an EF is the EB which acts as the organisational memory. The key idea is to install an organisational memory to support exchange of all kinds of experiences in the life cycle of a software project. While

1This expression was introduced in [39].
the structure of an EB might differ from that of an ontology, the purpose is the same: to support reuse. The main focus of an EF is to support ‘learning from experience’ on a technology-independent organisational level.

As such, EFs do not provide design rationale as presented in [29] neither do they guide the software developer in design issues (examples of which are given in [40]). Rather, they focus on the preservation of prior knowledge in order to promote its reuse in future projects. An example of this is the EB on improvement ideas and problem-solution statements on supporting continuous improvement processes in hospitals which is described in [2]. Other example uses of EFs include their deployment to characterise and organise a range of products. In particular, in [8] the authors describe an EF based method for developing software systems that use a Case-Based Reasoning (CBR) approach. A publicly available result is the CBR Product Experience Base (PEB) accessible from the URL: http://demolab.iese.fhg.de:8080. In [33] the authors describe a representation formalism, called Representation Formalism for Software Engineering Ontologies (REFSENO), which supports the construction and manage reuse of EBs in the life-cycle of a software project. It was argued that this approach also provides knowledge maps for identifying sources of tacit knowledge in terms of authorship which later may be consulted for further guidance on the reuse process.

Such knowledge can also be described on different levels of abstraction. With ongoing experience collection (see, for example, [3], [5]), these different abstraction levels can be compared with one another. In this sense the EF approach could contribute to the question: “how ontologies should be?” for domains where there are no rich background sources of prior knowledge. While that issue is analysed in [22] here we focus on a particular aspect of managing experiences: how the experienceware (i.e., EFs and their constituents EBs) can be deployed to facilitate ontology use and in particular, ontology verification.

3. Ontology verification supported by experienceware

We argue that experienceware can be useful in ontology development and deployment as a way of managing the experiences collected from various agents participating in ontology building and usage. To make this idea more concrete, we built a simple architecture centred upon the notion of ontology verification. While we give the implementation details in the next section (4), here we focus on its operation. The architecture is given diagrammatically in figure 2.

The left-hand side of figure 2, depicts the task of verification. In particular, we are interested in verification of ontologies at the application level ([26]). That is, we verify that ontological constructs are not misused by applications that adhere to an ontology. After applying our verification mechanism we accumulate, temporarily, the results in an EB. These are code-testing results and we regard them as experiences. The EB is then imported by an experiences editing tool which allows for further additions and modification of the description of existing experiences. It allows us to customise the experiences to the particular project as it provides a way of expressing information usually not obtainable through code-testing. We then select the experiences we want to validate and send them to a designated tool for verifying their correctness with respect to test results. This tool embodies the verification mechanism we deploy in the first step but here we apply it to verify the correctness of the results themselves. After the selected experiences have been validated we store them in the final EB to be part of an EF.

This cycle can be repeated as many times as we wish in the same or other ontologies to collect and manage the knowledge accumulated during verification and testing. Ultimately, this will result in an EF of ontology verification and testing that can be deployed in similar projects in order to facilitate ontology use.

4. Using EBs in ontology verification

To test this approach we focussed in a specific area of ontology use: verification at the application level. In [26] we elaborate on how this approach complements the proposed verification guidelines (see, for example, [17],[19]) which, however, are applicable only within the ontology development cycle. On the other hand, the verification at the application level we deploy requires the ontology to have been used in an application which we then check for occurrences of errors with respect to the ontological definitions. In that sense, we do not directly verify the underlying ontology but check the consistency of the developed model with respect to that ontology. However, our validation mechanism allow us to check the ontology the same since we reason
about the correctness of ontological definitions as they used in the model. In most of the cases this model is been developed by those who build the original ontology as an exemplar system. An example of this is the Supply Chain Processes([30]) application developed as a testbed for the PIF([27]) ontology.

In this paper though, we use a more complex application developed by the PHYSYS ontology authors to demonstrate its usage. PHYSYS([9]) is a formal ontology based upon system dynamics theory and expresses different conceptual viewpoints on a physical system. It consists of three engineering ontologies formalising these viewpoints: a component ontology which represents the system layout; a process ontology for the physical processes that underlie behaviour; and an EngMath ontology which describes mathematical relations. The interdependencies between these ontologies are formalised as ontology projections and included in the PHYSYS. The component ontology itself is constructed from mereology, topology and systems theory. A diagrammatic version of the ontology’s inclusion lattice is given in figure 3, where the mereology, topology, and systems theory are ‘super theories’; the component, process, and EngMath are base ontologies; and the produced PHYSYS is a domain ontology.

We instantiated and executed the ontology using a Hospital heating system application developed by the PHYSYS authors([9]). An illustration of the component view of the system appears in figure 4.

The system consists of two subsystems: one around the radiator and the other around the heater(radiatorGroup and heaterGroup in the figure) Its operation is briefly depicted in [9] as follows: “This system heats up the water up to a desired temperature regulated by the radiator. When the heater is on, its temperature first increases quickly because the water that flows into it is of almost the same temperature as the water that flows out of it. As the temperature increases the amount of heat that flows out of the heater will become larger than the heat carried by the water that flows into it. This will cause the radiator to become hot, and the temperature of the water from the radiator group return pipe(rgrpipe in the diagram) will increase and so will the temperature of the water that flows back into the heater. This will cause the heater temperature to increase
at a constant rate until the maximum heater temperature is reached and the heater is switched off.” In the next section we describe the detection of misuse of ontological terms in the Hospital heating system by using the error checking mechanism we deploying[25]). Our original plan was to demonstrate its usage by introducing artificial errors in our applications([26]), but to our surprise we also detected an error in the original ontology. Recall from the introduction of this section, this is the result of validating the original ontology by using its instantiated model, the Hospital heating system. This case will be used to walk-through the architecture illustrated in figure 2. We start by explaining how our style of verification works with emphasis on accumulation of test results(section 4.1). These are then stored as experiences in a table where additional information regarding the project can be edited(section 4.4). In section 4.5 we present a mechanism for validating experiences which make it possible to detect the error occurred in the original ontology. All the information regarding error detection and validation outcome is then stored in an EB as we describe in section 4.6. The implementation uses Prolog as the inference engine during testing and Java for controlling user interaction.

4.1. Ontology verification

All the ontologies were implemented, originally, in Ontolingua using the Ontology server([13]). We translated them to the target language we use: Prolog. Many statements of the original ontologies are of the form $A \leftrightarrow B$ and this combines the implementation part which we write as: $A \leftarrow B$, and the constraint part which is $A \rightarrow B$. The former will be part of a specification of an application in Horn clauses, and since it is originating from the ontology we embed it within a predicate, ontologicalDefinition/2 to distinguish it from the application specification statements which are within another predicate: specification/2. On the other hand, the latter represents a constraint on an ontological definition and we apply the equivalence: $A \rightarrow B \equiv \neg(A \land \neg B)$ to rewrite it as a goal appropriate for Prolog. We then record this as an error condition by losing the external negation and embedding the condition within the predicate error/2. Thus, if we have error([A, B]) and can prove that $\neg B$ holds with respect to the specification being interpreted, then a potential misinterpretation of the ontological definition $A$ has occurred.

We tested and evaluated the whole PhySSys ontology set, some of which are described in [26]. For the sake of brevity we will briefly present here only two of the seven ontologies comprising the set: mereology and topology. Further, we will demonstrate only a few of the devised cases where an ontological definition is being misused by the specification that adopts it. Our focus in this paper is on the usage of experienceware and its deployment in the context of ontologies and not to elaborate on the deployment of ontologies themselves. For the latter we point the interested reader to other publications, for example: [23], [26] and [24].

A surprising result as we mentioned earlier, was the detection of an ill-defined relation in the original ontology. In particular, we were interested to find whether the components rgspipe and rgmvalve(see figure 4) are linked together and by which connection. To test this we deploy the ontological definition, connects/3, which relates components to connections. As we can see from figure 4 these components are indeed linked through a connection which we define as rgspipe <--> rgmvalve. However, when we
checked this definition against its ontological constraint we unexpectedly revealed an error. The error occurred in the mereology ontology and affected the connects/3 definition which is using mereological definitions. However, the validation mechanism we deploy allowed us to show that the error was erroneously reported due to an ill-defined relation in the ontology.

We will use this case to walk-through the architecture depicted in figure 2 in order to answer questions such as: where it occurred? (section 4.2), why it was erroneously reported as an error? (section 4.3), and how the ill-definition was detected? (section 4.5). As we are going through each step we also collect and store as experiences the results of testing. In particular, during the ontology verification task (see figure 2) we record the following information:

- **ontological definition**: that is the ontological term (i.e.: connects) which will be formalised as a Horn clause in the specification;
- **Horn clause**: this is the formalised representation of the ontological definition in Horn logic. Examples of this are the clauses described in section 4.2;
- **Goal satisfied**: this is the goal we used for testing which has succeeded during execution;
- **Condition satisfied**: the error condition that has been satisfied during testing of a particular goal. In cases where no conditions where proved the goal is correct and no information is recorded;
- **Layer**: the layer to which the particular goal for testing belongs. In our ontology verification task we use a multi-layer approach in which each layer corresponds to a different ontology. This makes it easier to decompose complex ontological structures, as the PHYSYSYS, and deploy them more easily in a specification. For example, in the PHYSYSYS structure we have defined layer 4 for topology and 5 for mereology. These indices are given as the first argument of the predicates we mentioned above and explained in detail in [26];
- **Path**: the path which has been followed in proving a particular goal. This is useful to track and locate errors in the specification;
- **Source file**: the file which was used for testing.

### 4.2. Ontological definitions

The first question we answer is “where it occurred?” with respect to the ontological definition of connects/3. This is given in the topology ontology. However, the first ontology in the PHYSYSYS inclusion lattice depicted in figure 3 is the **mereology**. It provides definitions for mereological relations to specify decomposition and the properties that any decomposition should have. We list below a part of the mereology ontology corresponding to the topological definition of our case in the form of the designated Horn clauses:

\[
\text{ontologicalDefinition}(5, (\text{properPartOf}(X, Z) \leftarrow \text{partOf}(X, Z))).
\]

\[
\text{ontologicalDefinition}(5, (\text{properPartOf}(X, Z) \leftarrow \text{partOf}(X, Y) \land \text{properPartOf}(Y, Z))).
\]

\[
\text{ontologicalDefinition}(5, (\text{disjoint}(X, Y) \leftarrow \neg (\text{equal}(X, Y) \lor (\text{properPartOf}(Z, X) \land \text{properPartOf}(Z, Y)))).
\]

The clauses can be given a declarative reading: The first two clauses formalise the notion of **properPartOf** and are written as the recursive predicate **properPartOf**. The base case states that when an individual \( X \) is part of individual \( Z \) then the **properPartOf** relation holds. The recursive definition of **properPartOf** realises the transitivity property. We use the **partOf**/2 predicate to express static relations which hold with respect to a system that uses this ontology. In our case, as we can see from figure 4, these are ten components belonging to the **radiatorGroup** and five part of the **heaterGroup**. These two are then defined as parts of the **hospital heating system**. The disjoint/2 clause holds for individuals that are not mereologically equal or do not share a part. The relation **equal**(\( X, Y \)) defines which individuals are considered to be mereologically equal and usually holds for **equal**(\( X, Y \)). These are static definitions tailored to the system at question, and in our case are all the components (square boxes) easily identified from figure 4.

The second ontology we present here is the **topology**. It provides the means to express that individuals are connected. Axioms ensure that only sound connections can be made. We apply the principles given earlier to transform the Ontolingua syntax to Horn clauses. These are given below:

\[
\text{ontologicalDefinition}(4, (\text{connection}(C) \leftarrow \text{connects}(C, X, Y))).
\]

\[
\text{ontologicalDefinition}(4, (\text{connects}(C, X, Y) \leftarrow (\text{connect}(C, X, Y) \land \text{connect}(C, Y, X)))).
\]

The first clause, states that a connection \( C \) connects two individuals \( X \) and \( Y \). The second clause, **connects**/3, realises the symmetrical property that holds for the **connects** relation. It uses the predicate **connect**/3 to express instances with respect to the system that uses the topology ontology. In our case this is used to define the following connecters between the corresponding components identified from their name. For example the connector between components **rgspipe** and **rgmvalve** (figure 4) is defined as: **connect**(**rgspipe**, **rgmvalve**, **rgspipe**, **rgmvalve**).

In addition to these ontological definitions we also find, via translation from the Ontolingua syntax the ontological error conditions given below:

\[
\text{error}(6, \text{properPartOf}(X, Y), \text{properPartOf}(Y, X)).
\]

\[
\text{error}(6, \text{disjoint}(X, Y), (\text{equal}(X, Y) \lor (\text{properPartOf}(Z, X) \land \text{properPartOf}(Z, Y)))).
\]
Note that the disjoint error condition is the dual of its corresponding ontological definition which we gave earlier. This is because each error/precondition pair was obtained by “splitting” a double implication, as described earlier. The proper part of error condition is derived directly from original ontological definition.

In the topology ontology the following constraints are defined:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{error}(5, \text{connection}(C)) & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(C, X, Y) \\
\text{error}(5, \text{connects}(C, X, Y)) & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(C, X, Y) \\
\text{error}(5, \text{connects}(C, X, Y)) & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(C, Y, X) \\
\text{error}(5, \text{connects}(C, X, Y)) & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(C, X, Y) \\
\text{error}(5, \text{connects}(C, X, Y)) & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(C, X, Y) \\
\text{error}(5, \text{connects}(C, X, Y)) & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(C, X, Y) \\
\text{error}(5, \text{connects}(C, X, Y)) & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(C, X, Y) \\
\text{error}(5, \text{connects}(C, X, Y)) & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(C, X, Y) \\
\text{error}(5, \text{connects}(C, X, Y)) & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(C, X, Y) \\
\end{align*}
\]

The first two conditions are used to trap side-effects of the symmetrical property that holds for system’s connections as well as invalid definitions of connections. The third condition prohibits a part from being connected to itself or its whole and uses the static definition connect/3 to refer to specific system instances described above. The next error condition is used to detect errors when a connection connects an entirely separated pair of individuals. It uses the relation disjoint that has already been defined in mereology. The last error condition is designed to ensure that when a part whose whole is disjoint with an individual connected to the part, then that whole is also connected to the individual.

4.3. Detecting errors

Using the error detection mechanism we describe in [25] and the underlying theory which is given in section 4.5, we are able to detect when a misuse of ontological definition occurs in the specification. We present numerous example-cases in [26] and [24] but here we focus on one case, the erroneously reported connects/3 relation, addressing the question introduced in section 4.1 “why it was erroneously reported as an error”?

The results returned from testing whether rgspipe and rgmvalve components are connected through connection rgspipe \(\rightarrow\) rgmvalve reveal that there is an error occurrence. This happened because one of the error conditions defined on the connects/3 relation was satisfied:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{error} & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(\text{rgspipe}, \text{rgmvalve}) \\
\text{error} & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(\text{rgspipe}, \text{rgmvalve}) \\
\text{error} & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(\text{rgspipe}, \text{rgmvalve}) \\
\text{error} & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(\text{rgspipe}, \text{rgmvalve}) \\
\text{error} & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(\text{rgspipe}, \text{rgmvalve}) \\
\text{error} & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(\text{rgspipe}, \text{rgmvalve}) \\
\text{error} & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(\text{rgspipe}, \text{rgmvalve}) \\
\text{error} & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(\text{rgspipe}, \text{rgmvalve}) \\
\text{error} & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(\text{rgspipe}, \text{rgmvalve}) \\
\text{error} & \rightarrow \neg \text{connects}(\text{rgspipe}, \text{rgmvalve}) \\
\end{align*}
\]

The error condition part \(\rightarrow\) disjoint(Z, Y) \(\rightarrow\) connects(C, X, Y) was satisfied because one of the components checked, the rgspipe, is part of another component, the radiatorGroup, which is disjoint from the second component checked, the rgmvalve, and radiatorGroup is not connected with rgmvalve through the rgspipe \(\rightarrow\) rgmvalve connector.

In section 4.5 we will see how we can find that this error is erroneously reported. At this point we also collect the information described in 4.1 which will be imported by the experience table described below.

4.4. Editing experiences

To manage the experiences obtained from testing we have built a table which allows us to add extra information regarding the tests. A screenshot of the experiences table is given in figure 5.

Using this table we can add information regarding the author of the experience, the date and the project used to derive the experience, and its type. We identify three possible types: conceptual error for goals that violated an error condition, that is, errors originating in the specification; misdefinition for goals that violated an error condition but this might happened due to an error originating in the ontological constraints; and correct goal for goals that do not violated error conditions. In figure 5 we present various results on testing. For example, the definition disjoint which belongs to the testOLMECO_layers.pl source file, is reported from experience author Austin on 19/11/99 as part of the project PhysSys and characterised as conceptual error. In the same manner definitions direct_part_of and connects are reported by authors Yannis and David as correct goal and misdefinition, respectively.

In addition to this direct information, we also found it useful to include the following, with respect to ontology characterisations(originally introduced in [34] and further analysed in [37]). We instantiated the proposed framework with two of the PHYSYS ontologies: mereology and topology. Each item represents a category, followed by its instantiation in the particular context. We also include a short explanation of each category in a parenthesis following its name.

- **Purpose:** (the purpose of the ontology) In our tests, both mereology and topology provide the building blocks for PHYSYS ontology. They formalise generic mereotopological relations as described in the literature(i.e., [31] and [10]);
- **Representation languages and paradigms:** (Ontolingua? Description Logics? FLogic? CycL? Prolog? Clips? XML?) The mereology and topology ontology were implemented in Ontolingua, we translated them in the implementation language we use: Prolog;
- **Meaning and formality:** (to what extent and how formal is the specification of the meaning of each
The Ontolingua versions of mereology and topology provide primitive terms with axioms restricting their use by placing constraints on relationships between types of entities. The implemented versions we used (in Prolog), include this information along with application specific constructs;

- **Subject Matter:** *(is it domain-specific or general?)* Both mereology and topology provide generic relations and axioms to be used in the PHYSYS ontologies set;

- **Scale:** *(how big is the ontology?)* Both ontologies are quite small, each of them formalises less than 10 relations;

- **Development:** *(the degree to which the application is specified, developed and/or fielded)* The mereology and topology ontologies are research prototypes but the PHYSYS which includes them has been used in the context of the OLMECO project ([9]);

- **Conceptual architecture:** *(what are the main components in the ontology application, and how do they relate to each other)* Two research prototype systems were used, the hospital heating system and the air pump system, both implemented in Prolog, and include ontological constructs;

- **Mechanisms and techniques:** *(what specific mechanisms and techniques were invoked to make use of the ontology)* We deployed a multi-layered architecture ([26]) to embed ontological constructs in the applications. We translated ontological constructs to the target implementation language: Prolog, and translated ontological axioms to the constraints format used to detect discrepancies with respect to misuse of ontological constructs;

- **Implementation platform:** *(the particular implementation platform and context)* The ontologies are described textually in the literature and were also written in Ontolingua syntax, which we translated in Prolog. The testbed applications were also implemented in Prolog. The tests were executed through a Java front-end.

These characterisations provide ontology-specific information which can be used for organising and retrieving experiences on testing in similar ontology deployment efforts.

In a typical experiences recording framework we would proceed to store the information accumulated so far in an EB. However, in our approach we want to validate this information before storing it. This is a requirement in the ontology exercise where the existing ontological structures might be erroneously defined, as indeed happened in our case.

The information which will be used for validating an experience is the Goal satisfied. The remaining information does not need validation and will be part of the experiences record which will be created in the next phase (section 4.6).

### 4.5. Validating experiences

In order to reason about the conceptual error occurrences found in the specification with respect to the underpinning ontology, we deploy an error detection mechanism. This mechanism is based on the logic programming technique of meta-interpretation. We give the implementation details elsewhere ([25] and [24]) and provide the theoretical foundations of error detection in [26]. In this section we focus on the validation of an erroneously reported error and thus addressing the third question introduced in 4.1: “how the ill-definition was detected?”.

Recall from section 4.4, the information which we will validate is the Goal satisfied. In our testing these were: the

![Figure 5. The Experiences Table](image)
connects(rgspipe,X,rgmvalve,rgspipe,rgmvalve) from topology ontology in layer 4, along with two more goals of mereology ontology not described here. These goals are then imported in a Java-based application which uses the theory described in [26]. A screenshot of this application is shown in figure 6.

![Figure 6. Validating experiences](image)

Let us examine closely the validation of goal connects(rgspipe,X,rgmvalve,rgspipe,rgmvalve), shown in the choice box of figure 6. In section 4.3 we saw that this goal is provable, and a quick look in the diagram of figure 4 verifies its correctness. However, it was found that it violates an error condition, therefore is considered to be a conceptual error. This situation can be clarified by deploying the error detection mechanism which reveals that an error has occurred in the original ontology.

In particular, the error was reported because the above goal satisfied the condition:

\[
\text{error}(5, \text{connects}(C,X,Y), (\text{part}\_\text{of}(X,Z) \land \text{disjoint}(Z,Y) \land \neg \text{connects}(C,Z,Y))).
\]

However, there is another error condition:

\[
\text{error}(6, \text{disjoint}(X,Y), (\text{equal}(X,Y) \lor (\text{proper}\_\text{part}\_\text{of}(Z,X) \land \text{proper}\_\text{part}\_\text{of}(Z,Y)))).
\]

defined over the mereological definition 5a (given in section 4.2) disjoint, which is used as a subgoal of the connects goal given above and instantiated as follows:

\[
\text{disjoint}(\text{radiatorGroup}, \text{rgmvalve})
\]

which is not provable.

In [26] we identified this situation as a definition of an erroneous error condition. The first part of that definition states that: “there exists an error condition, E1, defined on the given goal for proof, G, which is provable”, and in our case instantiated as follows:

\[
\text{part}\_\text{of}(\text{rgspipe, radiatorGroup}) \land \\
\text{disjoint}(\text{radiatorGroup}, \text{rgmvalve}) \land \\
\neg \text{connects}(\text{rgspipe,rgmvalve, radiatorGroup,rgmvalve})
\]

and G is instantiated to:

the second part states that: “and there does not exist an error condition, E2, defined on that condition, E1, such that E2 is provable.”. In our case E2 is instantiated to:

\[
\text{equal}(\text{radiatorGroup, rgmvalve}) \lor \\
(\text{proper}\_\text{part}\_\text{of}(Z,\text{radiatorGroup}) \land \\
\text{proper}\_\text{part}\_\text{of}(Z,\text{rgmvalve}))
\]

we should mention here that this condition is defined over a part of condition E1 given above. This usually happens when we have a composite condition as in our case with three goals comprising condition E1: part of, disjoint, and \neg\text{connects}. So in the second part, we use a part of condition E1 which refers to the goal disjoint and instantiated as follows:

\[
\text{disjoint}(\text{radiatorGroup}, \text{rgmvalve})
\]

As can be seen from the instantiations, the error condition E2, defined on a part of E1, was not proved because the radiatorGroup is not equal to rgmvalve neither they share a part (satisfying the proper part of relation). According to our error detection theory [26], this suggests that there is an erroneous error condition in topology ontology: E1 because another condition, E2, defined on one of its parts(disjoint), was not proved. The side-effect is that we can prove that radiatorGroup is disjoint from rgmvalve and, consequently, condition E1 is provable since its third goal, \neg\text{connects}(\text{rgspipe,rgmvalve, radiatorGroup,rgmvalve}), is also provable, as it should. Therefore, the given goal G is reported as an error although it is actually correct.

The information collected from this validation task will be used in the next section where we store in the final EB all the experiences collected through the ontology verification cycle we described here.

4.6. Storing in EBs and linking to the EF paradigm

At this step we collect the information returned from validation, like the corresponding theoretical foundation cases(described in [26]), the conditions that were found erroneous(if any), and information already accumulated before(see sections 4.1 and 4.4), to build the experiences record.

Each record contains the following fields: Ontological definition, Horn clause, Goal satisfied, Condition satisfied, Layer, Path, Source file, accumulated from the verification task; Condition not satisfied, Errorneous condition, Errorneous specification, Dependent condition, Error theory correspondence, collected from the validation task; and Author, Date, Project, and Report type as entered in the experiences table(section 4.4).

In addition, each record is also linked to the characterisations of ontology entered in the experiences table. In the sequel, every record is stored in the final EB which in turn
will be part of an EF on ontology verification. The structure of that EF could follow the architecture described in [1] where the authors describe an structure which consists of conceptualisations and characterisations of experiences. This structure helps us to browse through the collected experiences and ultimately supports the idea of “learning from experiences” which is an acknowledged need in ontology deployment.

5. Implications

In this paper we investigated the use of experienceware in the ontology field and in particular, in ontology verification. We conclude the paper by elaborating on the impact that experienceware can make in ontological engineering and vice versa by examining the benefits of this approach for each side:

- Firstly, we examine the software engineering side. In particular, we answer the question: “what do software engineers have to gain from the use of experienceware in ontologies?”. Ontologies provide a rich field with diverse characteristics which can be used as a testbed for EFs. There are various ways in which this can benefit EFs, for example the use of ontologies as a testbed can improve EFs in order to cope with the intricate problems encountered when deploying ontologies. Furthermore, new uses of EFs are envisaged, as for example deploy EFs to structure and organise ontologies. In return, ontologies the means for software engineers to agree upon the structure of prospective EFs. The overlap of the fields can facilitate the understanding of the role of ontologies in software engineering which will be of benefit for both communities.

- On the ontology side we answer the question: “what ontological engineers have to gain from experienceware?”. We support the view that the EF paradigm can play a vital role in ontology exercises. We can facilitate and improve ontology deployment when we collect and organise our experiences with ontologies. We envisage a plethora of potential applications in the whole ontology development and deployment life-cycle. Apart from EBs on testing, an example of which was shown in this paper, we envisage EBs on development, on maintenance, on reuse, etc. All these EBs can be part of an EF tailored to a particular ontology or a particular project. Having these EFs available in online libraries, alongside with their ontology counterparts, can help us to develop them better, deploy them faster, and reuse them more easily.
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